CTDI, GURUKUL FOR BANKERS, SCO 91, (1ST& 2ND FL) SEC. 47-D, CHANDIGARH-160047, 9317723230

(FROM OUR PARTICIPANTS)
1) PARTHASARATHI
IOB (09840131395)

LOGANATHAN,

Dear Sir,
I was one of the participants seated in the
front row (grey haired) who is privileged to
attend the training program concluded today.
(You can recall me when I got the information
about your train ticket confirmation) Indeed it
was a great honor to feel proud to have an
illustrious teacher in you. I would not be
exaggerating to share my humblest opinion
on your training methodology. After putting
up more than 23 years of service, I have
never come across such a great personality
who has literally digested the encyclopaedia
in Banking. Had I met you and underwent
such programmes when I was finished my
degree course during the early eighties, I
would have been a proud senior IAS Officer
today.
I truly admire your energy levels and the
meticulous planning in the design of your
training sessions over the last five days.
Though I never attached importance in my
career all these years, I now feel confident to
reach the highest level in my career with my
15 years of service left.
Sir, you are doing a yeomen service to the
society through VIDHYA DHAN and I shall
ever be grateful to you in my life time. I am
tempted to compose these lines after staying
with you for all these five days.
I felt proud to be an Indian When an eminent
Economist Dr. Manmohan Singh became
our Prime Minister.
 I developed my skills in Journalism after
reading the articles of Khushwant Singh
 I was spellbound to listen to vociferous and
open hearted discussions of Navjot Singh
Sidhu (Fond of Sidhuism)
 I got my heart melt and emotions choked
when I witnessed the aftermath of 1984
Riots at Delhi in my television screen
 I earned lot of inputs about our Indian
Economy from Dr.Montek Singh Ahluwalia
 I was chilled with Humour when I used to
see Jaspal Bhattis Jokes on Doordarshan
during my college days.
 I used get immersed with spirituality when I
learnt the philosophies from Granth Sahib
through my Sardar friends at Delhi and
Lucknow
 I now feel fortunate to have earned an
Illustrious GURU in DR. G.S.Bhalla.
LONG LIVE SIR... I truly SALUTE YOU.
Please bear with me sir.
Thanks and Regards
PARTHASARATHI LOGANATHAN
B.Sc. CAIIB, M.B.A., M.L. (Cyber Law),
CSTM,System Analyst, Indian Overseas
Bank,Information Technology Department
Central Office, Chennai, Mob: 09840131395

2) BRAJESH NANDAN, UNION BANK OF
INDIA (7208633235)

9) JAI KUMAR SINGH, UBI
(9867743151)

Good evening Sir,
I would like to inform you that I have
been elevated to AGM and got 5th
position in all India rankings due to your
guidance in written, GD and Interview.
Thank you for your constant support and
motivation.
Sir, those who have taken your
interview classes from Union Bank, 3
became GMs, 6 became DGMs &
more than 10 became AGMs.
Union Bank of India

Respected Sir,
I am elevated as AGM and getting 1st rank
in all India. Thanks to you and CTDI Team
for guiding me in written exam as well as
interview.
Regards

3) BALA SUBRAMANIAM, UCO BANK
(9003037737)

Good morning sir,
I am happy to share with your kindself
that I have been elevated to TEGS-VI
w.e.f. 1-4-2021 in the recent promotion
process initiated by my bank.
I wholeheartedly express my gratitude to
you for your valuable support, guidance
by way of relevant inputs which added
values to me asa banker.
I have been transferred to Pune as Zonal
Head of Pune Zone; UCO Bank (Scale 5
to 6) M – 9003037737
4) RAJESH AGGRAWAL, IDBI BANK
(9826147207)

Thank you very much Bhalla sir. I am
elevated as DGM in IDBI bank
5) RAJEEV KUMAR BANSAL, PSB
(9872231663)

With your
kind
blessing
and
supporting materials provided by you I
have been elevated as DGM OF OUR
BANK PUNJAB & SIND BANK
Rajeev Kumar Bansal, ZONAL
MANAGER, ZONE FARIDKOT
9872231663
PUNJAB AND SINDH BANK
6) H A SONWALKAR, INDIAN OVERSEAS
BANK (9975950530)

Good Morning sir
Congrats been promoted as AGM
Since 1 to 2 I am associated with you, I
have seen your efforts for promoting the
person and your result oriented focus.
Thanks for guiding. Giving confidence,
boosting and all
7) SNEHA MUKHERJEE, CANARA
BANK (9836932496) 8

Good morning sir.
I have been promoted from scale 1 to
2.Thanks for your guidance.
8) PNB SCALE 4 TO 5 - SUCCESSFUL
PARTICIPANTS:

a) Mr Dharuv - Mob: 9999201047
b) Mr Prahalad- Mob: 7347343344
c) Suman Kr – Mob: 9434082856
d) Sanjiv Kr – Mob: 7388098358

10) N.K.BANSAL PNB (8053135151)

Good Morning Sir.
I have cleared the Exam for Promotion
from Scale-4 to Scale-5 in PNB. Sir, it all
happened due to your kind blessings and
guidance. Your training is beyond any
expressions. I express my sincere
gratitude to you n Mr Harsimran Bhalla.
N.K.Bansal (PNB)
Mob: 8053135151
11) DHARAMVEER CHAUDHARY,
PNB (9967237310)

Good Morning Sir,
I have passed the written examination of
Scale IV to V (PNB). My main issue is of
age as I am 34 years old and have to do
extraordinarily well in GD & Interview to
sail through.
I seek your blessings & guidance for GD
& interview. I had taken your class at time
of promotion from Scale 3 to 4 also in
2019, when I was in Mumbai.
Thanks & Regards,
Dharamveer Chaudhary
Chief Manager (PNB Head Office:
Mission Parivartan Division)
Mob: 9967237310
Punjab National Bank
12) SRINIVASA REDDY UCO BANK
(8919929861)

I am Srinivasa Reddy, ZO, Guntur.am
elevated to Scale IV. Thanks to Bhalla sir.
Only because of CTDI coaching I could get
through written test. Bhalla Sir once again
thanks.
UCO Bank
13)
NAGARAJ,
(9491342743)

CANARA

BANK

Bhalla Sir, this is your Nagaraj, I am happy
to inform you that by the grace of God and
with your blessings
I am Elevated as
scale 4 (DM/CM) in our prestigious
Canara bank.
14) ALLAH BAKSH, UBI (9908181814)

Sir, I am Allah Baksh, working a
Vavilalapally Branch, Karimnagar, with
the grace of God and your blessings and
grace of God and your blessings and
wishes, and with knowledge imparted
through your coaching class, I am
elevated to Scale IV, Thank you So much.
Union Bank of India
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(FROM OUR PARTICIPANTS)
15) ABODH KUMAR, PNB
(9096286662)

Sir, Good evening,
By grace of your guidence and by virtu
of preparation I have qualified my
written test in PNB 3 to 4. For next
phase of hurdle please guide me.
Abodh Kumar. Mob: 9096286662
16) UMA MAHESWARI, BOB
(9247314811)

Sir,
I have passed promotion for Scale 3 to 4
– Bank of Baroda.
Uma Maheswari, Mob: 9247314811
17) SANGEETA ARUN WANIVADEKAR,
BOB (9247314811)

Good Morning Sir,
Bank of Baroda written exam result
declared yesterday.
I cleared written exam. Thank u for
guidance.
Sangeeta Arun Wanivadekar (BOB).
Mob: 9638517473
18) PRAVEEN M P, CANARA BANK
(9620303286)

For all my promotions and CAIIB I
attended your classes. Sir I'm happy to
inform I had cleared my promotion exam
III TO IV.
19) ANJALI VLOKHANDE,
CANARA BANK (9870050123)

Happy to announce that with all your
best wishes and blessings promoted
as Scale IV “Chief Manager” today.
Also completed 25 years of service
in Canara Bank.
Thanks for your guidance Sir
Canara Bank, Scale 3 to 4
20) UPMANYU SOOD, PNB
(7052223750)

Under your valued guidance online
classes and interview coaching, I
have been promoted as chiefmanager
in PNB. I was able to get my name in
Top 100. My sincere thanks for the
same.
Punjab National Bank Scale 3 to 4
21) GARIMA, UCO BANK (8679474005)

I am from UCO. I have attended your
classroom programme and interview
module for Scale 3 to4. I have been
promoted to scale 4 in very first attempt.
It’s truly because of your guidance.
Thank you so much sir
UCO Bank

22) DHANANJAY SAHAY, CANARA
BANK (9869310649)

I am happy to inform that with your
blessings & training, I got promoted to
scale IV.
CANARA BANK
23) SREE PRIYA, IOB (8919490757)

Good evening sir, I am happy to share
that I got promotion from scale 3-senior
manager to scale 4. I thank you sir. Only
because of your training classes I wrote
exam well.
Indian Overseas Bank
24) NIRAJ ANTIL, IOB (85264604012)

Good morning sir,
With your able guidance and dedicated
efforts, I have cleared the written
examination. Thank you very much for
your support anything can you have
material regarding interview, please do
share me. I will be very thankful.
25) JYOTHI K, IOB (7042517802)

Good evening sir
JYOTHI this side from Indian Overseas
Bank. I’ve cleared 3 to 4 written exams in
first attempt by attending n preparing from
only your promotion class n internal
guidelines. THANK YOU
Kindly guide for GD/ interview....
Regards
26) MAHESH JAVIR, IDBI BANK
(8888809380)

Thank you sir,
Promoted from C to D… You instilled the
confidence to face the written exam and
the interview …. All your efforts have
borne fruit … thank you to you to and
harsimran sir
27) SOMNATH, IOB (9642751363)

Good morning Sir, I wish to inform you
that I am promoted to scale 3 this time my
sincere thanks to Dr Bhalla Sir &
Harsimran Sir. Who went all the way to
get us prepared for the promotion exam I
do believe that online class was a
challenge for the faculty as well as for the
aspirants. But I think it was a success and
you may go on conducting online class
simultaneously with offline. Definitely sir I
wil propagate the benefits of the class to
my fellow junior as well. I stil remember
that on the last session Dr Bhalla Sir said
'my best wishes are with you and nobody
can compete you if u remember what I
taught.
Thanks to both of you and the entire team
of CTDI. One more thing sir might not
interact with you during the class but as a
patient listener I followed what u taught
and it helped me.
Thanks & Regards (IOB) Hyderabad

28) AKHILESH KUMAR PANDEY,
PNB (9955062608)

Exam pass karne ke liye kiye gaye
sahyog ke liye hriday se dhanyawad. Sir,
Namaskaar. Aaj main Pnb ke promotion
exam II to III men baitha. Patna men
training ke dauran aapke dwara bataye
gaye sabhi sawal aa gaye. Aapne sach
hi kaha tha ki jab ham exam men
baithenge to lagega jaise question Shri
Bhalla Saheb ne hi set kiya hai. Sir
written exam bahut achchha gaya hai.
Aage
aapke
aashirwad
ewam
margdarshan ki aawashyakta hai.
Punjab National Bank
29) NEHA, PNB (7311115415)

I had attended your classes in Jan 6 - 10
batch. Thanks a lot sir. Your classes help
me a lot for this achievement. Got 2nd rank
all over India, In scale 2 to 3. Thanks to H
S Bhalla sir for giving conceptual
knowledge. Punjab National Bank
30) SHAIFALI, SBI (9599551471)

With your blessings and guidance I am
promoted as Scale 3 in SBI. I am excited
about my promotion! Your input during
online classes has been valuable in
helping with my career progression. Thank
you for investing in me and trusting me with
the new opportunity. Thank you so much
again for being with me. I am big admirer
of you and your guidance.
31) BASHEER, SBI (904856297)

Cleared promotion examination to scale 3.
Thank you for the Support
State Bank of India
32) RAJEESH VK, CANARA BANK
(7639309360)

Good morning sir
Because of your guidance i cleared written
exam, but failed to pass interview, kindly
give support to next promotion exam also
33) ANIL KUMAR, CANARA BANK
(9948521001)

Good evening all,
I have been prompted from scale 2 to 3.
Thanks a lot Bhalla sir and Harsimran sir
for your great teaching and guidance.
God bless
34) NITIN IDBI BANK (7678013437)

Respected Bhalla sir, First of all big thanks
to you with all your blessing and support I
cleared B to C grade written this time it was
my 3rd chance.
I am your very old student Please give
some guidance on interview.
35) RAVI MOHAN, CANARA BANK
(8951799657),
Sir Got promoted to scale 3
CANARA bank
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(FROM OUR PARTICIPANTS)
36) ANIL KUMAR (UNION BANK)
9789008862

Good evening all,
I have been prompted from scale 2 to 3
Thanks a lot Bhalla sir and Harsimran sir
for your great teaching and guidance
God bless
37) KAUSHIK DAS (IDBI BANK
9726124674)

Sir, with your blessing and guidance I am
glad to share the news that I got promoted
from scale 2 to 3…
Thank you so much
38) HARISH SHARMA, HPGB
(9418393200)

Sir, I topped the exam. Thank you very
much for your valuable guidance and
coaching.
Harish – HPGB (I to II)
39) MAHESH DIXIT, HPGB
(9418000673)

My name is Mahesh Dixit and I took your
online coaching classes for internal
promotion exams for RRB. I am pleased 
to inform you that I have cleared the exam
with excellent points and got a promotion.
I also took in person coaching class back
in 2014 as well for the same internal
promotion and was promoted too. I believe
that this would not have been possible
without the classes,
your constant support and unparalleled
motivation. I am eternally grateful and
have no words to express thanks.
Thank you & regards,
Mahesh Dixit
Himachal Pradesh Gramin Bank
40) SHUBHAM, PNB (9884275034)

Good evening sir.
Thank you for classes. With your help I
have qualified for exam from scale 1 to 2
in PNB. Your classes were very
informative.
Shubham (PNB)
Mob: 9884275034

42) CH KEERTHANA, PNB
(8186960329)

51) RAJNI KAUNDAL, HPGB
( 7087419717)

Good morning sir...
I am Ch Keerthana from Telangana
attended PNB promotion classes for paper
2 in Hyderabad Centre.
I have got promoted from clerical to scale 1
sir.
Thank you very much sir for your guidance
Your classes helped us a lot in exam for
scoring sir.Once again thank you

Dear Bhalla sir, Thank you very much for
your guidance!!!! The best part of the
training was the revision hou which made
us to learn things by heart. As you know
the difficulty level was very high but still i
managed to ge through without caiib and
that’s just because of you both...!!! And
special thanks to Mr. Harsimran Bhalla
who summarised every lengthy topic into a
beautiful flowchart. Regards
Rajni Kaundal Sundernagar Himachal
Pradesh Scale 0 to 1 1349 Rank is no. that
good but the thing that matters is from top
to bottom all are officers.

 43) VIKAS (8292942343)

I have attended your class at Patna for
JAIIB CAIIB, Got promoted in scale2 all
India rank 98. Thank you so much sir,
Topper in our circle Darbhanga.
 44) RAHUL
85898)

MISHRA,

PNB

(99059

Passed scale 1 to 2, Aapke class Sare
hmlog aaye the sb pass Mera all india 372
rank aaya scale 1 to 2.
Punjab National Bank
 45) SANDEEP
(9781102992)

KAUR

DEOL,

PNB

Thank you so much sir for the coaching.
Got 8th rank all over India in promotion from
scale 1 to 2 PNB.
46)
NIRMAL
(9534284396)

KUMAR

JHA,

PNB

Many many thanks sir... With your help and
advice. I have qualified written test... Finally
prompted to scale 2, my circle 1, 2,3,4,5
your students.
Punjab National Bank
47) HARSHDEEP SINGH, PUNJAB AND
SIND BANK (9780878787)

52) HARSH, HPGB (987044613)

Hello sir, I had attended your class for 0 to 1
and I got cleared written as well interview.
Posting is on 1st August. Thank you sir
Now I want to do CAIIB. I have already done
JAIIB. Kindly tell me about your classes and
study books.
Central Bank of India
53)
DEVENDER
(9988999546)

SINGH,

PNB

Thanks a lot sir your classroom program is
too good to increase our performance and
keep patience in exams. CTDI classroom
Program was a complete package and
indeed a stepping stone towards our career.
Thanks to both Sirji Devender Singh.
Hoshiarpur Rank 223.
Punjab National Bank
54) VEERAGHAVAN, INDIAN OVERSEAS
BANK (9443135007)

SSA Sir, good evening. It’s your blessings
and teaching that I got promoted to scale 2.
Need your supervision always. Tc. Will
meet soon. Regards.
Punjab and Sind Bank

Sir, as per feedback till now, 87 comrades
have got through. In Tuticorin region 20 out
of 25 got it. The percentage is low in clerical
to officer. I will update. Those who passed
are invariably saying that it is because of
you. Final figure of successful participants is
92. Indian Overseas Bank

48) AVDESH, CBI (9501995890)

55) ANKITA, HPGB (7832054549)

I have cracked the final result with your
support and guidance.
Thanku so much, Thanku sir
Aapne kha tha na mai bhitha hu aapka ho
jayega.Thanku so much sir once again
Central Bank of India

Promoted to scale 1, Hello sir all credit goes
to u sir, Thank you so much sir
Himachal Pradesh Gramin Bank

41) KANCHAVEERLA
GOVINDARAJULU, PNB (9041177259)

49) SHASHANK, IDBI BANK
(9911761337)

I am Anchaveerla Govindarajulu, from
Punjab National Bank, Recently i am
promoted from clerical to scale-1 cadre.I
attended your classes in Bangalore and
Hyderabad. And also attended Jaiib and
Caiib classes previously. I am very
thankful to you and the institute for the
guidance and support in my success.
Thank you so much sir.
Kanchaveerla Govindarajulu. PNB

Hi sir this is shashank from idbi bank got
promoted from scale 1 to 2 I have taken
promotional training from CTDI
Thank you sir
50) RAHUL, PUNJAB NATIONAL BANK
(6205275880)

Thank you very much Bhalla sir got
promotion from clerical to scale 1
Punjab National Bank

56) ADITEE, HPGB (9816972347)

Thank you so much Sir, with your blessings
and training, I got promoted to OJM1.Himachal Pradesh Gramin Bank
57) PREM KUMAR
(7398664466)

VERMA,

BOI

Attending your classes was always like
taking a deep dive into an ocean full of
banking knowledge. Thank you for building
confidence in me by which I have got
success in promotion exam. I am so pleased
to inform you that I have got promotion as
GBO (JMG-I) in my promotion examination
held in December 2021. Thanks a lot Sir.

42) RAHUL PNB (7990320578)

Promoted
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63) VINAY PAL (PNB) 8957706841

(FROM OUR PARTICIPANTS)
58) PALANVEL B, IOB (9994286806)

Promoted from clerical to Scale I Mark’s
Scored: 84/100
BHALLA CLASSES ATTENDED IN
TRIVANDRUM. Sir last time I scored
75/100 and missed the promotion chance
by just 1 mark. So I decided to go for some
extra support to clear the Exam. So I
decided to attend Bhalla classes which
really helped me not only to clear but also
to achieve the first mark is 88/100. Bhalla
classes is highly focused and their
repeated brainstorming sessions helped a
lot.
Thanks to Bhalla sir and Harsimran Bhalla
sir.
Indian Overseas Bank

Cleared CAIIB 61, 52, 60. Thanks to CTDI
and all group members.
Senior Manager (Industry) PNB ZO
Ludhiana
64) RAJESH REDDY GOPAL, TGB
9493931991

Scored 61, 46, 64
Cleared CAIIB in first single and attempt
with guidance of CTDI Bhalla Sir and
Simran Sir.
Thank You
Rajesh Reddy Gopal Telangana Gramin
Bank
65) SHAMILI, UCO BANK
(9791790109)

I had attended your CAIIB at the 1st
attempt itself. I thank you sir for your
valuable classes.

59) ASHUTOSH KUMAR PANDEY
(7398664466)

66) MINNIE BHOWMICK, UCO BANK
(8816033564)

Thanks a lot sir. All ur precious
guidance made it all. I am Ashutosh
kumar Pandey Gorakhpur circle Zero to
one Rank 804 Promotion class was
really synchronized package. It
helped a lot in our knowledge and
morale booster huge respect to you sir
both of you
Before the classes….we were totally
clueless with no idea ahead. Classroom
program was a blessing for us. Thanks
again for your guidance and support.
May god keep you both healthy and
happy

Dear Bhalla Sir and team. My sincere
gratitude to you for your notes and the
lessons covered in the coaching which
was of immense help. I have cleared the
Caiib exam.
UCO Bank.

60) PRABHJOT KAUR, PNB
(8054097368)

Good Afternoon Sir
I have been promoted from Scale 0 to 1. I
have got 40th Rank merit wise.
Thank you so much for your support and
teaching. I couldn’t have done it without
your guidance.
Regards,
61) RAHUL KUMAR (7992356483)

Respected Sir,
Great thanks from depth of heart to CTDI
and all members for providing support in
passing CAIIB 68, 65, 60 marks.
Senior Manager PNB BAHERI
62)
KADIYALA
RAVITHEJA

RAVITHEJA

Respected Sir,
Thanks a lot for helping to complete my
CAIIB exams at the first attempt even the
classes have been conducted at
Trivandrum we attended the classes
coming so long from Hyderabad because
we have such a faith in u that we can
complete our CAIIB at 1st attempt. Thank
u once again sir.

67) SATYASWARUP BEHERA

Sir, Many - many thanks for your support
and timely guidance for u only i am able to
complete CAIIB in one attempt. Now i am
eligible for scale -2 in my banks promotion
test, I require your help and assistance as
soon as our promotion announce I will be
in contact with u for material and other
guidance. plz help me once again many many thanks
Satyaswarup Behera
68) S.RAMALINGAM, IOB

We are glad to inform you that we have
been promoted as JMGS-I. We have
attended your class (Apr 27 -May 1) at
Trivandrum and it is very useful to me for
our promotion exam. We thank you very
much for your valuable materials which
helped us very much to get through in my
promotion exam.
1) M.DEVI- IOB-RAJAPALAYAM - II
2) PONNUKUTTI- IOB-ROTIRUNELVELI
3) SUNDARAM-IOB-RAJAPALAYAM - II
4) S.RAMALINGAM-IOB-AMBASAMUDRAM
69) GARIMA GOEL, UCO BANK

Respected Sir,
I have attended the five day program for
UCO BANK promotion exam and with the
grace of god and your proper guidance I
cleared the exam. I give all the credit to
your institute.
Thanks & Regards Garima Goel
UCO BANK

70) M NAGARAJ, IOB (09751515917)

Dear Dr.G.S.Bhalla,
I am very happy to inform you that I have
been promoted to MMG-II from JMG-I. "It
might be hard if I have not attended your
class". Your training class was very much
useful for me to grab my promotion. I am very
thankful to you for giving me your valuable
coaching in this regard. My Present Place of
posting: Financial Inclusion cell, Agrl & Rural
Initiatives Dept, Indian Overseas Bank,
Central
Office,
Chennai.
Mobile:
09751515917 mnagaraj18@gmail.com Also
i wish to share you that the following people,
who attended your class at Chennai have
also got their promotion to MMG-II in Indian
Overseas Bank.
1) Mr.Nageshwaran
2) Mr.D.Baskaran
3) Mr.M.Udhayakumar
4) Mr.Shanmugavel
5) Mr.Rajasekar
6) Mr.Rajasekaran
7) Mr.Sridharan
8) Mr.Karuppiah
9) Ms.K.Jothi
10) Mr.Sahul Imran Ali
11) Ms.Ramya
12) Ms. Padma
13) Mr.Vivekanandhan
71) MEHAR BABA, SBI (9492190497)

Dear Sir,
I attended your coaching at Hyderabad. We
are happy that maximum number cleared
written exam and attending interview on
28/11/2012.We passed because of your
comprehensive training schedule for a week.
Thanks a lot for your team effort all material
in organised manner and with little span of
time we practiced writing and knowledge
gain. I will not forget DRT and SARFESI
ACT.
THANKS
FOR
YOUR
VALUABLE
GUIDANCE TO CLEAR OUR PROMOTION
EXAM.
Best Regards
72) M.B.PARAMESWARI, PSB

Dear Sir,
As informed earlier many students who
attended the class have cleared the exam
with good marks. Thank you very much for
your support. I have scored 66 marks and
come out successful in the exam. Please
suggest tips for the interview scheduled to be
on 05/09/2011. Further please lnform /
classes are going to be conducted in
Chennai for the upcoming common clerical
entrance exam for all the 19 PSBs.
M.B.PARAMESWARI
73) Mr. PRAKASH RAM DEORA, UCO
BANK (9458850501))

I Mr. PRAKASH RAM DEORA-9458850501
(UCO BANK I to II) got 86% marks) & 3rd
Rank all India.
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74) NIKHIL SHRIVASTAV,
(9923231011)

SBI

Dear Sir,
First up all Thank you sir because of
your classes I have Cleared SBI TOs
exam. I am Nikhil Shrivastav, I have
attended your classes in Hyderabad. I
am working in SBI and cleared TO
written exam. BUT don't know about
interview. Please guide me. Thanking
you. Nikhil Shrivastav My contact no
9923231011
75) P. SURESH, CBI

Dear Dr. Bhalla sab,
I write this mail to express my sincere
gratitude to you as I have passed the
recent promotion process Scale III to
zIV in Central Bank of India with 1st
RANK ALL INDIA. I devote this victory
to Dr. Bhalla as I did not do any
serious reading other than attending
the class in Bombay from 16.6.2012 to
21.6.2012. Thanks and regards P.
Suresh Central Bank of India
76) RAJ KIRAN, SBI (9888763690)

Good Morning Sir,
I want to convey my heartiest thanks
to CTDI as after attending just two
days coaching from here I have
cleared my CAIIB. My four chances
had already been exhausted and this
was my 1st chance and due to CTDI I
have cleared all three papers. I have
never scored more than 40 marks in
my previous papers of BFM but at this
time just two days coaching helps me
to score 65 marks.
Thanx a lot and kindly accept my
whole hearted regard. Raj Kiran
(Asstt. Manager)
State Bank of India (9888763690)
77) MISS K JYOTHI, IOB)

Dear Bhalla Sir,
This is Miss K . Jyothi from Chennai,
Asst Manager - Indian Overseas
Bank. I had attended the 5 day training
programme in Chennai center, for
promotions from scale I to scale II in
IOB. I have secured promotion, that
too in my very first attempt in my
banking career. My dream came to
reality bcoz of you. I wish to convey
my heartiest thanks to you.
Also, it would not be out of place to
add that i had attended your CAIIB
coaching classes in Trivandrum this
year for my first debut attempt in
CAIIB. I travelled along all the way
from Chennai to Trivandrum.

78) S. GAJAPATHY,
(09933291796)

CANARA

BANK

Dear Sir,
I am very glad to inform that I have secured
63 marks in the written examination for Scale
II to III held at Canara Bank Chennai. All our
friends who have attended the class have
come out successful and many of them
secured above 60 marks. Please accept our
hearty thanks for conducting the classes in a
very effective and nice manner so that even
people who does not know anything about
banking, can appear for the exam with full
confidence, if they attend your classes.
My interview is fixed on 05- 09 - 2011. I
request you to kindly send the required
important materials to enable me to attend the
interview with full confidence.
Thanking you, Sir, Yours faithfully,
S. Gajapathy Manager Canara Bank Portblair
Cell No 09933291796 landline 03192-231822
79) T. V. JAGANNATHAN, IOB
(09840161552)

I

am T. V. Jagannathan from IOB who has
attended the CTDI training session at
Chennai during 16th July to 20th July 2012 for
promotion fromscale III to scale IV. I wish to
inform you that all the 4 persons who have
attended the training have cleared the written
test & have been called for group discussion.
Thank you very much for your valuable
guidelines in attacking the exam.
On behalf of all, I thank you once again.
With regards, Jagannathan -09840161552
80) PRADEEP KUMAR KEDARISETTI,
UCO BANK (7702461049)

l Mr. PRADEEP KUMAR KEDARISETTI 7702461049 (UCO BANK I to II) got 87%
marks) & 2nd Rank all India

For more details, Please visit
our Website
www.corporatetraininginstitute.com
Join us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/CtdiBankingInstitute

SCAN THE QR CODE TO JOIN US ON
TELEGRAM
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